
PAIRS  SCRAMBLE ( STABLEFORD)

Summer Tees (April to September) : -      White

Winter Tees    (October to March) :-          Yellow

Format:-             Pairs (Four or three ball games)

Rules:-                Both partners drive on every hole and then decide which ball is to be played and

its position marked. The ball chosen is played by the ball’s owner and the other(s) picked up.

The other player(s) then hits his (their) ball from the chosen ball marker. If on fairway ball

placed within 6 inches of chosen ball. If on the green, ball placed as normal. If in the rough, ball

dropped within one club length of the marker (not nearer the hole but still within the confines

of the rough, not onto any nearby fairway).

Both partners play their next shot from this position and then make a similar selection for the

following shot, with play continuing in this way.

In the event of an odd number of golfers attending, three ball team(s) will be formed.

A MINIMUM OF EIGHT TEE SHOTS MUST BE SELECTED FOR EACH PLAYER IF PAIRS, OR FIVE TEE

SHOTS IF IN A THREE BALL TEAM ( WITH A MAXIMUM OF SEVEN)

Handicap Allowance:-      one quarter of combined handicaps of pairs. (If a three ball team,

one eighth  of combined handicap). All handicaps are to be rounded to the nearest whole

number

Scoring:-     Gross score and stableford points to be recorded for each hole and totalled for 18

holes.

Draw:-    The draw for partners will be made by selecting one player at random from each half of

entrants sorted into handicap  order.

Winner:-    Pair(three ball team) with best number of points for 18 holes.

Tie breaks:-     Normal count back rules apply.

Amended 6/10/2011, 4/2/2012, 16/2/2012

If less than 25% of players complete their round, the prize money will be

returned to the players (or donated to the Captain’s Charity  if the players so

wish)


